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Abstract
The article is devoted to the investigation of metaphorical terms in the context of research articles on linguistics. It considers the theoretical background of metaphorical conceptualization in the cognitive paradigm. The components of linguistic metalanguage are described in the paper. Metaphorical terms are considered not only as linguistic units, but also as units of professional knowledge or means of knowledge transfer. Metaphorical terms are viewed as idioms because of their figurativeness. The paper states that idioms are motivated by conceptual metaphors. The dictionary meaning of metaphorical terms is compared with contextual clues from research articles where they are used. The role of context in revealing the meaning of metaphorical terms is identified.
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Introduction
This paper aims to reveal how the meaning of metaphorical terms in research articles on linguistics can be explicated in context. Throughout its history, linguistics has been influenced by different linguistic traditions. In the process of cognition of linguistic phenomena, the main range of terms was formed, reflecting concepts and representations of the evolving sphere of knowledge. However, the problem of the development of the conceptual apparatus of linguistics constantly needs a special approach, scientific description, and comprehension (Nemyka, 2015: 23).

It is important to analyze the modern linguistic terminology system from the point of view of the evolution of a given layer of vocabulary, influenced by both internal and external factors, as well as the investigation and systematization of the metalanguage of linguistics, which makes it possible to consider all levels of language in dynamics. The need for such research arose due to the expansion of the terminology field of linguistics in relation to new trends in this field (Nemyka, 2015: 24).

Linguistic terminology appears to be a flexible system of terms reflecting all the recent progress and changes. Since new terms denote new concepts and phenomena in the sphere of linguistics, it is important to investigate the cognitive processes of term formation. Terms are now considered not only as linguistic units, but also as units of professional knowledge or means of knowledge transfer. Investigation of conceptual metaphor reveals the mechanisms of professional cognition. One of the actively developed terminology processes are those of metaphorization, since metaphor is now regarded as a cognitive structure, which brings together mental representations and sentient experience. In cognitive linguistics, a metaphor is treated as a cognitive mechanism by which abstract concepts are interpreted in terms of more concrete ones.

The cognitive approach shows the significance of metaphorical conceptualisation in terminology (Meyer et al., 1997; Vandaele, 2002). Metaphorical conceptualisation is essential for framing ideas and naming abstract entities in specified language. In cognitive linguistics, metaphorical terms are viewed as theory-constitutive metaphors (Boyd, (1979) 1998; Kuhn, (1979) 1998; Hoffman, 1980; Gibbs, (1994)

Modern research devoted to the cognitive basics of terminology and metaphorical terms (Golovanova, 2008; Dudeckaya, 2007; Zubkova, 2011; Mishankina, 2012; Mishlanova, 2002; Ovsyannikova, 2010; Sofronova & Fel’de, 2011; Fel’dé, 2011; Fel’dé, 2012; Deeva, 2013; Glinskaya, 2013) demonstrate that metaphors are cognitive tools of term formation in different specified areas.

In his influential research on professional thinking, Schön (1993) identified metaphor as an indispensable component of understanding the frames professionals use in understanding problems. He advocated articulating and interpreting these metaphors, and using new metaphors for frame restructuring, or changing one's perspective on the nature of the problem.

Some of the earliest significant research devoted to metaphor as a cognitive mechanism is “Metaphors We Live by” By G. Lakoff and M. Johnson. They claim that “Metaphor is pervasive in everyday life, not just in language but in thought and action. Our ordinary conceptual system, in terms of we both think and act, is fundamentally metaphorical in nature” (Lakoff, 1980: 3).

Metaphorical expressions are described as the linguistic expressions of conceptual metaphors, while image metaphors are defined as metaphors resulting from the mapping of an image schema from a source domain onto the image schema from a target domain (Lakoff, 1987).

Evans considers a linguistic metaphor to be a metaphor, “that resides in (and emerges from) a situated (and hence contextualised) instance of language use” (Evans, 2010: 604).

Other studies argue against the distinction between literal and metaphoric interpretations, providing evidence for the increasing degrees of complexity of semantic integration. Thus, Coulson and Van Petten (2002) found the increase of amplitude as a function of metaphoricity, although the N400 of literal and metaphoric sentences was similar in quality. In addition, Giora (e.g., 2003, 2008) suggests the distinction between salient/non-salient expressions instead of literal/metaphoric ones.

The processing of a particular meaning is determined by relative salience. The processing of idiomatic meanings is quicker than that of literal ones.

Davis (2011) points out that the meaning of an idiom does not result compositionally from the meanings of its components and its grammatical structure. He claims that, “As metaphors gradually die through repeated use, less and less attention is paid to the literal meaning. When dead, the formerly metaphorical meaning is conveyed directly, without conveying the literal meaning” (Davis, 2011: 2563).

According to J. A. Cuddon (1999: 412), idiom is “a form of expression, construction or phrase peculiar to a language and often possessing a meaning other than its grammatical or logical one”.

According to Weinreich, “idiomaticity is important for this reason, if for no other, that there is so much of it in every language” (1969: 23).

Fillmore et al. claim that: “an idiomatic expression or construction is something a language user could fail to know while knowing everything else in the language” (Fillmore et al., 2003: 247).

Evans states that “while linguistic content includes highly schematic semantic knowledge, conceptual concept concerns richly detailed knowledge grounded in the information captured from multimodal brain states” (Evans, 2010: 614).

High density of figurative language along with terms, professionalisms, and items of professional jargon are typical feature of contemporary popular-scientific LSP texts. However, the use of figurative language units depends on the particular field (Ilinska et al., 2016: 257).
Each professional sphere is full of its specialized lexical units reflecting the particular categories and concepts of professional reality. Altogether they form a range of linguistic means typical of this or that professional discourse. Golovanova defines professional discourse as "verbally-mediated communication as a process of professional activity players-controlled interaction characterized by a certain set of rules, patterns of thinking and behaviour". The types of professional discourse may vary in discursive formats, as well as the dominant types (styles) of thinking (Golovanova, 2013: 32). Kubryakova argues that "… in scientific texts, special attention is paid to the definition of introduced concepts and terms, the explanation of the categorical apparatus of the corresponding science, the logical omissions, narration violations are hardly possible" (Kubryakova, 2004: 513).

The terminology of Linguistics is also known as metalanguage. Representatives of different scientific schools abroad and in Russia create their own scientific "dialects", which sometimes claim the exclusive role of the general metalanguage of linguistics. However, since there are many schools, the terminology of linguistics, which is initially open, is artificially transformed into a number of relatively closed subsystems, which limits its functions, especially in professional communication and learning (Nemyka, 2015: 78).

According to Akhmanova, the subject of metalinguistics is the study of how people really speak when they are discussing certain objects of linguistic research, i.e. real metalanguage, which has the following main components:

1) proper terms, i.e. those words that are either not used at all in the object language or acquire a special meaning as they are borrowed from the object language;
2) peculiar combinations of words and their equivalents, leading to the formation of composite terms that characterize the metalanguage of linguistics already in its full form;
3) general scientific vocabulary (e.g., system, structure, class, category, etc.), which is a part of linguistic terminology, the obligatory linguistic component of its meaning is usually directly expressed by a compound term (language structure, language system, structure of the proposal, etc.);
4) nomenclature – a system of specific names that are used to denote specific linguistic objects (names and linguonyms);
5) a certain socio-linguistic aspect: this form of reaction reflects the specifics of one or another linguistic trend, epoch, etc. " (Akhmanova, 1990: 509). Similarly, Leychik distinguishes the following groups of terms within the system: 1) the main terms in the terminology system, i.e. terms that denote the basic concepts of a certain sphere of knowledge or activity; 2) complex terms in the terminology system – terms denoting complex concepts (concepts that represent the logical product of the basic or derived concepts of a system of a particular area of knowledge or activity); 3) basic terms in the terminology system – terms denoting concepts borrowed in the system of concepts of a certain sphere of knowledge or activity from the system of concepts of the field that underlies (forms the basis) of this sphere of knowledge or activity; 4) borrowed terms in the terminology - terms that denote concepts borrowed in the system of concepts of a certain sphere of knowledge or functioning from the system of concepts of the boundary sphere of knowledge, experience or activity (Leychik, 2009: 30).

In modern scientific discourse, one can observe a wide range of interdisciplinary terms-neologisms, representing concepts of a high degree of abstraction. Meanwhile, the terms-neologisms need to be defined within a scientific text, because they undergo the stages of development or formation (Nemyka, 2015: 59). The context of discourse both constructs and constrains what is done with language, including the use of metaphor (Cameron, 1996).
“Discourse context is important because it helps both analysts and discourse participants to decide whether an utterance should be interpreted as metaphor.” (Cameron, 2003: 5).

In fact, Kövecses and Szabó (1996) demonstrated that conceptual metaphors or other cognitive mechanisms motivate idiomatic expressions.

With relation to their cognitive function, conceptual metaphors have been divided into three types: a) structural metaphors, b) ontological metaphors and c) orientational metaphors (Kövecses, 2002: 32-33).

Briefly, structural metaphors are a way of understanding a typically abstract concept in terms of another typically concrete concept. An orientational metaphor has to do with concepts that are spatially related to each other through an upward-downward, inside-outside orientation, etc. Finally, the function of ontological metaphors is to represent an abstraction, such as an activity, emotion, or idea as something concrete, by assigning it a specific status like the status of an object, substance, or container, etc.

Kul’chitskaya identifies the following 4 groups of metaphors functioning in the text: metaphorical terms, general scientific expressions, metatext expressions, and the commonly used (recognized as undesirable) metaphorical words and combinations (Kul’chitskaya, 2013).

Faber states that, “terms not only represent specialized concepts, but also have syntax and collocational patterns within general language. In this sense, merely knowing terminological correspondences is hardly sufficient since such units, when inserted in an appropriate (or inappropriate) context, create ripples that affect the text at all levels” (Faber, 2009: 108).

To understand a text full of specialized language units it is important to know the domain, the concepts within it, the propositional relations within the text, as well as the conceptual relations between concepts within the domain (Faber, 2009: 121).

The main metaphorical models that are represented in numerous conventional and author metalanguage metaphorical expressions are analyzed by Mot’ko (2007) in her research “Metaphor in the metalanguage of Linguistics”. The author distinguishes such models as anthropomorphic, nature-morphic, artifactual, and socio-morphic (Mot’ko, 2007: 11).

However, the comprehension of metaphorical terms in the context of research articles remains empirically under-researched.

**Methodology**

A reliable method for identifying metaphorically-used words in spoken and written language was invented by a group of metaphor scholars known as Pragglejaz Group (2007): “The procedure aims to establish, for each lexical unit in a stretch of discourse, whether its use in the particular context can be described as metaphorical” (Pragglejaz Group, 2007: 2). The “metaphor identification procedure” (MIP) implies establishing the meaning of a lexical unit in context. The lexical unit is considered metaphorical if its “contextual meaning contrasts with the basic meaning but can be understood in comparison with it” (Pragglejaz Group, 2007: 3).

The analysis of metaphoric meanings of specific terms suggested by Roldán-Riejos and Cuadrado (2015: 273) is based on frequency use, contextual clues, and specialised and general dictionaries. The procedure starts with hand-searching for metaphorical terms in specialized dictionaries based on informed intuition. Next, it is followed by definition and decomposition of the metaphorical terms into their semantic components. Finally, the analysis of the word origin accomplishes the procedure. The authors emphasize the importance of etymological analysis in order to avoid a possible over-interpretation of the terms as lexicalized metaphors when they were not. For the purpose of investigating the role of context in revealing the meaning of metaphorical terms in the linguistic discourse I made up a list of 205 metaphorical
terms extracted from the specialized linguistic dictionaries. After that, a corpus of texts for the context analysis was gathered from the international academic journals on linguistics. All the articles under analysis are written in English. The journals are indexed in Scopus or Web of Science, which proves the high quality of the articles. The articles go through serious review and meet all the necessary requirements of the respected publications. I analyzed articles from the last 10 years (published from 2007 to 2017), as they are supposed to reflect the latest trends and problems of linguistics. The articles were chosen by keyword search containing the terms from the list. The analysis process consisted of three steps. First, a list of metaphorical terms is formed from the entries of the specialized linguistic dictionaries. Second, research articles containing metaphorical terms are searched in the ScienceDirect and Web of Science databases. Third, the context of metaphorical terms is analyzed with reference to their dictionary meaning, i.e. if it includes any indications, explicating the meaning of a linguistic unit under analysis.

**Results**

According to the Routledge dictionary of language and linguistics a bridge verb is “a term introduced by N. Erteschik in 1973 for verbs which allow extractions from finite complements” (1999: 145). This linguistic unit is a metaphorical term as it is formed by means of metaphorical conceptualization. The source domain for this term formation is a daily object (bridge) which is associated with the target domain of a scientific concept of a verb, allowing extractions from finite complements. The meaning of this term is not deduced from the meanings of its components. The context may help the reader to reveal the approximate meaning of the expression before looking it up in the dictionary.

A metaphorical term bridge verb is used in the article by Ambridge and Goldberg (2008) in a number of sentences in the following combinations: “semantically light verb of saying or thinking”, “the complement clauses of bridge verbs”, “bridge verbs which readily allow extraction”, “only weakly backgrounding the complement clause”, and “bridge verbs are most likely to allow extraction from their complement clause”. Thus, the reader is able to guess from the context that a bridge verb is semantically light, it is related to saying or thinking, and allows extractions. In fact, in spite of the metaphoricity, the meaning of the term can be explicaded from the context. Moreover, one element of the expression (verb) pertains to the linguistic terminology, whereas the other represents an ordinary object (bridge) which evokes and image of a link or connection in the reader’s mind.

Another metaphorical term found in a linguistic dictionary is a cranberry morpheme. The meaning of the term has nothing to do with a berry. According to the Routledge dictionary of language and linguistics it denotes “a term referring to a bound morpheme which has no clear meaning or grammatical function, but which none the less distinguishes one word from another”. The only function of the first element “cran” is to differentiate this word from other kinds of berries, such as blackberry, blueberry (1999: 500).

The term “cranberry morpheme” appears in the article by Arnold and Rahm (2014) in the following context:

“This refers to words that changed their spelling as it is in holiday (holy + day) as well as so-called cranberry morphemes, where the morpheme (resp. supposed modifier) occurs only once in a language and has (today) no specific meaning (examples include cranberry, cobwebs and lukewarm). These morphemes do not represent any words and can thus not be found in word lists or dictionaries.”

Though the semantic structure of the above-mentioned term is not transparent, the context reveals one of the significant features of the morpheme – absence of specific meaning (“no specific meaning”), which correlates with the definition from the
dictionary ("no clear meaning"). As a result, the meaning of “a cranberry morpHEME” becomes clearer from the context components.

A more complicated example of metaphorical conceptualization in linguistic terminology is a term “pied-piping”, which is used to denote “the optional movement of a NP [noun phrase] or PP [prepositional phrase] containing the item which is affected by a movement rule, described by Ross. <...> In a pied-piping construction, the whole phrase (NP) which includes the relative pronoun can be in initial position: the lady, pictures of whom I saw” (RDLL, 1999: 907).

The etymology of this metaphorical term goes back to 1967, when it was introduced by John Ross in his doctoral dissertation. “I am grateful to Robin Lakoff for suggesting this descriptive and picturesque terminology. Just as the children of Hamlin followed the Pied Piper out of town so the constituents of larger noun phrases follow the specified noun phrase when it is reordered” (Ross, 1967).

In order to decode the meaning of the term the reader should be acquainted with the fairy tale about the Pied Piper who was known for his luring children out of town by playing his flute. For a non-native English member of linguistic discourse community it would be quite difficult to interpret this term, because the analogical comparison of a phrase movement with a character from a fairy tale needs extralinguistic knowledge. The context of the article where the term “pied piping” is involved can shed some light onto its notion, though not giving complete understanding of the lexical unit. In the research article “Interrogative slifting in English” (Haddican et al. 2014) this term finds itself in such phrases, as, for example: “instances of embedded clause pied-piping”, “Basque-type clausal pied-piping constructions”, “complement clause pied-piping”, “cases of finite clause pied-piping of the Basque type”, “the pied-piped clause appears in the same left-peripheral position”, “clausal pied-piping is derived from the same underlying structure that feeds long wh-movement”, etc. It becomes clear from the context that “pied piping” is related to the position of clausal constructions and wh-movement to some extent, but the exact meaning of the term remains indistinct. This is due to the unique metaphorical comparison with a literary character which is far beyond the specialized sphere of Linguistics.

Conclusion
In conclusion, the results of the present study indicate that it is important for a linguist to obtain extralinguistic knowledge and develop language and metaphorical awareness in order to decode complicated metaphorical terms in linguistic research articles. Metaphorical conceptualization can be based on various analogical comparisons. If the source domain for metaphorization is taken from the daily sphere, the meaning of a metaphorical term can be easily revealed in the context. But if the source domain is taken from national culture or another professional field, extralinguistic knowledge is essential to explicate the target domain of a metaphorical term. This study suggests interesting directions for further investigation of the cognitive specificity of term formation in the sphere of linguistics. Furthermore, the individual associations evoked by metaphorical terms can be studied regarding the level of education, experience, the sphere of scientific research and membership in the linguistics discourse society of the participants.
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